February Jazz Duos
1st - Travis Baynham (guitar) 7pm - 9pm

7th - Rachelle Courtney (vocals) & Nevin Campbell (piano) 7pm - 10pm
8th - Andy Tattersall (guitar) 7pm - 9pm

14th - Gina Farrugia (vocals) & Peter Karle (guitar) 7pm - 10pm
15th - Peter Karle (guitar) 7pm - 9pm

21st - Jennifer Thorpe (vocals) & Chris Norley (guitar) 7pm - 10pm
22nd - Charlie Rallo (piano) 7pm - 9pm

28th - Sonja Gustafson (vocals) & Charlie Rallo (piano) 7pm - 10pm
29th - Larry Smith (guitar) 7pm - 9pm
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